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Introduction 

Workers and IT departments no longer have 
to be burdened with unwieldy à la carte 
solutions provided by Citrix competitors. The 
piecemeal solutions available in the multi-vendor 
marketplace can address your needs one by 
one, but only Citrix Workspace provides single 
sign-on, VPN-less access, content collaboration, 
analytics, endpoint management and desktop 
virtualization all in a single platform. 

Citrix Workspace organizes, guides, and 
automates work with seamless security that 
minimizes interruptions and improves employee 
experience. Citrix Workspace reduces the 
friction that causes distraction. And Citrix 
Workspace provides visibility and governance 
that puts IT in control.

There’s the unwieldy multi-vendor technology 
stack. And then there’s Citrix Workspace. 
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1. Secure access 

Identity and access management solutions  

User access is the linchpin of the modern digital workspace. However, 
onboarding and a password policy memo are not the end of it. While some 
workspace products focus only on identity and access management 
or add limited identity management tools to their other features, Citrix 
Workspace is the only modern digital workspace with unified productivity 
and  protection features that enhance access management.  

Access management solutions provide single sign-on to an organization’s 
resources, usually SaaS or web applications. While single sign-on is 
important, it is only a piece of the workspace equation. Users are still 
forced to navigate to different screens to get access to files or access  
to virtual applications, for example.

What Citrix Workspace delivers: 
Consistent experience

Users can access virtual apps, SaaS apps, 
mobile apps, and enterprise web applications 
from anywhere using Citrix Workspace.

Protection of sensitive data during  
cloud interactions

Security teams can block access to 
unsanctioned SaaS apps over the Internet  
and protect sensitive data from actions such  
as copy, paste, print, or download.
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VPN-less remote access 
As scores of office workers suddenly found themselves working from home, 
how to access systems and files became a looming question mark. VPN 
access provided a short-term solution. However, the organizations that chose 
to rely on a traditional VPN solved one problem by opening up three others: 
security risks, poor user experience, and scalability.

A traditional VPN relies on the castle-and-moat security model, instead of 
a modern zero trust framework that adaptively grants access to specific 
resources based on identity, time, and device posture. In other words, with 
a traditional VPN, user access is all-or-nothing. The second issue is user 
experience. The high volume of user traffic that traverses the network from 

geographically dispersed locations increases congestion and reduces 
performance. Third, as more companies come to see the efficiency and cost 
savings of bring-your-own-device (BYOD), they may not realize that a VPN 
limits what qualifies as an eligible, approved, and secure device. 

Citrix Workspace provides a secured, stable, and efficient user experience 
on just about any client device via the Citrix Workspace app or within their 
web browser. As more users turn to  remote access, Citrix Workspace enables 
organizations to scale up and maintain business continuity with  
VPN-less access. 

What Citrix Workspace delivers: 
Advanced security analytics

Continuous user risk assessment and risk 
scoring. Mitigations are enforced to protect  
the business after initial login validation.

Secure access with Citrix Workspace 

A zero trust approach that allows users to 
securely access SaaS, web, virtual, and 
mobile applications with one sign-in or set 
of credentials, while continuously applying 
granular security policies as they work with 
apps, content, and websites.

Secure Single 
Sign-on

Servers Apps Files
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What’s the competition missing? 
Identity providers don’t have:

A centralized location where each user can easily find and 
access all of their apps and files. 

Support for document-centric tasks and workflows.

Widespread security as well as the visibility that IT needs  
to spot risky behaviors and vulnerabilities.

VPNs don’t provide:

The contextual and granular security policies to support  
BYOD and unmanaged devices.

Visibility and control mechanisms to earn and verify trust. 

Privacy! When split tunneling is disabled, IT can observe  
non-work-related traffic, presenting considerable privacy 
concerns for remote workers using the device on  
their personal time. 
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Workspace solutions  
Now more than ever, organizations are reconsidering their approach to the 
workplace, while embracing new technologies that empower better ways  
to work, such as AI, automation, and virtual collaboration. 
 
However, without a unified workspace solution, switching between multiple 
apps, using multiple logins, and searching for content across multiple 
locations result in distractions, frustration and, time wasted.  
 
While some products and services address single concerns, only Citrix 
Workspace presents a digital platform with a regiment of features that 
organize, guide, and automate low-value activities to minimize interruptions 
and improve employee experience, increase focus, and facilitate productivity. 
This is how Citrix Workspace keeps employees engaged,  
so they can  concentrate on high-value work.  
 

What Citrix Workspace delivers: 
Simplicity

Single sign-on to all SaaS, enterprise hosted 
web and Citrix virtual applications.

Access 
Easy access to all apps, desktops, and files 
through a single interface accessible from any 
device sensitive data from actions such as  
copy, paste, print, or download.

2. Frictionless work 
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Workstream collaboration
Workstream collaboration solutions are essential tools for keeping 
teams connected, allowing communication via chat, voice, and video 
conferencing. However, those systems don’t focus on guiding and 
automating work at the individual level, and they don’t offer access  
to all of the apps and files people need to get their work done —  
an essential component of a true workspace.

The Gartner research and  
advisory company predicts  
that by 2022,

70%
of teams will rely primarily 
on workstream collaboration 
tools to get their work done 
every day.

Source: Gartner’s Workstream Collaboration  
Market Guide  for 2020
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Content collaboration 
Searching for files in different storage systems, sending files when mobile, 
and figuring out how to share large files with colleagues are tasks that erode 
the user experience and limit productivity when you don’t have a content 
collaboration system in place. At the same time, content collaboration 
solutions often get confused for a complete workspace, but they focus on 
only the files components.

Citrix Content Collaboration is an industry-leading solution, with a unified 
feature  set that includes the ability to create workflows for collaboration, 
editing, and approvals with legally binding e-signatures. Productivity is 
further facilitated with  custom workflows via a drag-and-drop wizard, with 
no development resources required to replicate paper forms. Users can 
access and collaborate on all file types across all platforms regardless of 
where the file resides, whether it’s in your datacenter or in complementary 
solutions like Microsoft® OneDrive.

What Citrix Workspace delivers:  
Workflows

Citrix FilesTM includes workflows for feedback 
and approval, custom workflows and forms.

Drag-and-drop wizard

Easily create your own custom workflows by 
pushing the necessary apps to a group of users.

Recents

Like the most intuitive consumer apps, Citrix 
Workspace saves time by displaying users’ 
recently opened apps, desktops, and files. 

FPO
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High-productivity application  
platform-as-a-service (HPaPaaS) 
Citrix Workspace is a platform that organizations can use to improve user 
experience and productivity. Ultimately, organizations can build, manage, and 
deliver customized business applications that reduce or eliminate the need  
for separate HpaPaaS tools.

Microapps use APIs available within SaaS, web, or homegrown applications 
to allow users to see content and take basic actions without having to launch 
the full application and navigate multiple screens to get things done.

This saves time by reducing context switching and the need to learn how to 
use various applications for one-off interactions.

While other low- and no-code tools take an app-by-app approach for 
building custom apps, leaving it to IT teams to integrate with other apps and 
content, Citrix Workspace provides a unified platform to improve employee 
productivity and engagement.

What Citrix Workspace delivers: 
Microapp builder

A low-code tool that allows developers to build 
event-driven microapps (event notifications) and 
user-initiated microapps (action pages).

Actions

Allows for user-initiated activities performed  
via microapps that provide direct input to 
business applications. 

FPO
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Intranet platforms
The modern intranet performs a vital role in curating and communicating 
company information. It closes the gaps between employees and HR, IT, and 
leadership by facilitating necessities such as PTO requests, open enrollment, 
performance reviews, and work tickets, for example.

While some IT teams create application and file repositories in their intranet 
systems as a sort of “workspace” portal, this often ends up as a cluttered 
environment that neither maximizes employee engagement nor provides a 
unified single point of access. 

In addition to providing additional security, Citrix Workspace provides unified 
access to all apps and files in an uncluttered interface. It incorporates an 
intelligent feed that can serve up exactly the information employees need at 
the right times, instead of pushing them to an intranet.

Citrix Workspace integrates with intranet resources, providing notifications 
within the feed that link to important company information and enabling 
single sign-on to the full intranet. This actually frees up intranets to be the 
engagement platforms they were intended to be instead of app launchers. 

Workers can access your intranet wherever they are. Universal search  
makes information discovery easier. Internal communications are direct and 
archived. Automation and documentation are included without extensive 
customization. 

What Citrix Workspace delivers: 
Intelligent feed

Aggregates relevant notifications, tasks, 
and insights, giving the end user a dynamic 
productivity tool. The feed is intelligently 
populated using machine learning  
and AI algorithms. FPO
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What’s the competition missing?

Collaboration hubs don’t provide:

Essential productivity tools that go beyond conversation,  
chat, and email.

Unified searchable content.

An intelligent activity feed that delivers one-click actions, 
personalized notifications, proactive business intelligence,  
and real time insights, without launching a full application.

Built-in identity and access management software.

A way to organize and prioritize work by date, relevance,  
or application. 
 

File storage services don’t offer:

A complete digital workspace that increases productivity 
through intelligent automated workflows.

A unified experience that brings all files together while giving 
IT enterprise-grade security and flexibility.

Ability to host content on premises or with third party  
cloud providers.

User behavior analytics.

Dynamic watermark on printing.

SOURCE: The Business Benefits of Enabling the Modern Workspace,  
A J. Gold Associates Research Report, June 2019
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“Switching between  
apps, platforms, and  
tools costs workers  
up to 40% of their  
productivity.”

Source:
 The Business Benefits of Enabling the Modern 
Workspace, A J. Gold Associates Research 
Report, June 2019
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Your workers have gone remote, and many of them might stay remote. 
Although an impromptu bring-your-own-device (BYOD) policy filled a lot of 
gaps and maintained productivity, your security perimeter disappeared like a 
line drawn in the sand. 

Without a holistic device management policy in place, some of your workforce 
may be using native mobile email clients that can be easily compromised, 
storing email file attachments on their personal smartphone in an un-
encrypted format, or using a VPN that leaves your data vulnerable.

Security and Zero Trust Network Access (ZTNA) is an area where other 
types of solutions fall short. Citrix Workspace is uniquely positioned to 
provide robust ZTNA with contextual access, dynamically applied application 
security, protection from Internet threats, and security analytics that monitor 
suspicious behaviors — on any device. 

 

What Citrix Workspace delivers: 
Citrix Endpoint ManagementTM

A market-leading unified endpoint  
management solution (UEM) that offers a 
consolidated platform to manage a fleet of 
iOS, Android, Mac, Windows 10 and 8 Phones, 
Symbian, Chrome, and IoT devices.

User behavior analytics

Detect anomalies and enforce security  
policies.

Cloud app control

IT is empowered to enable security  
policies for SaaS.

Web filtering

IT has control over user access to  
Internet content.

3. Simplified management & security 
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A file hosting service is not a workspace. A downloadable 
chat client is not a workspace. And, no, a VPN is not 
a workspace. When you compare Citrix Workspace to 
discrete and disparate solutions such as Okta, Zscaler, 
Dropbox, and others, you’ll see that it is the only 
completely unified digital workspace to unite your team. 

To learn more, visit citrix.com/workspace
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